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Abstract

The single wire Earth - return telegraph was in widespread use by the mid 1800s, followed 
shortly by the single wire voice telephone. The first Single Wire - Earth return Telephone (SWT) for 
cavers was developed by N. A. Michie in Australia in 1974.  It used a single 741 operational amplifier 
(op-amp) integrated circuit as a non-inverting follower with high input impedance for reception, and as 
an inverting amp with gain for transmission. The earpiece was also the microphone.   Over the years 
there have been several different varients developed including designs using a dual op-amp, but they all 
share common characteristics.  They were designed for long operating life with a small 9V alkaline 
battery.  They all used a telcom earpiece of several hundred ohms impedance as the speaker/mic, which 
is no longer available. The maximum transmit (talk) voltage on the line was limited by the 9V battery 
to 7V p-p at most.  The receive (listen) amplifier had a voltage gain of one. The input impedance of 
different designs varied from ~60k to 10 Megohms to allow listening (but not always talking) with a 
very poor ground.  Some have had a call (ring) function.

Bill Stone asked me if anything could be done to improve the SWT to give louder, clearer, 
communication over the very long (up to 15km) somewhat noisy single wire line, in relatively poor 
condition, that has lived in the Cheve Cave System in Mexico for several years.  I found that I could 
not significantly improve his existing classic phones, which are powered by external rechargeable high 
capacity ~8V Sten Light lithium batteries.  I designed a SWT using a single ancient, but still available, 
LM386-4 1 Watt audio amplifier IC and the same battery. The phone only draws about 5ma on a quiet 
line.  Audio output is up to 0.5W+ with a heavy duty 2” dia 8 Ohm waterproof speaker.  I included 
25dB of receive gain with a volume control, which also varies input impedance from 39k to100k 
Ohms.  I used a separate electret mic for transmit, with a step-up transformer to put up to 50V p-p on 
the line, again with a level control.  These phones can operate nearly 20dB (X10) higher above the 
noise, with a total of about 45dB gain over the classic phones and audio that can be heard across a 
room. They do require some training, and are intended mainly for use at base camp and cave camps on 
long lines with a relatively good ground.

A brief (and incomplete) history of the single-wire telephone

The first telephones, starting in the late 1870s, used a single iron wire on poles with an Earth 
return, the same as the telegraph. The first Single Wire Telephone (SWT) design for cavers was 
published by N. A. Michie in 1974.1   The article was reprinted in New Zealand in 1984 2 and in 
Speleonics in 1986 3.He used a single 741 op-amp in non-inverting mode as a unity gain buffer with 
high input impedance for reception (listening), driving a telecom earpiece with several hundred Ohms 
impedance.  He used the 741 in inverting mode with gain for transmit (talking), with the output 
connected between the line and ground.

Over the years builders changed to a more modern low-current op-amp, and added features, but 
the basic circuit design was unchanged.



Nigel Lovell revisited SWT design in 1993 in two articles in the CREG Journal. 4, 5  He devised 
a circuit using a single inverting op-amp and also one using a dual op-amp with separate talk and listen 
amplifiers.  This design has a very high 10Megohm imput impedance.



In 1994, K. Walraven published an article Single Wire Communications. 7

In the late 1990s, Mike Lake began selling complete “Michiephones” in Australia. His phones 
used the classic circuit but included good high pass and low pass filters to reduce power line hum and 
pickup of local AM radio stations in built-up areas.  See his website http://www.speleonics.com.au . 
The STC telecom earpieces used by Mike Lake (and nearly everyone else!) have an impedance of ~300 
Ohms at 1000Hz.  These earpieces appear to be no longer available. 

In 2000, Peter Hamilton described his SWT design with alarm call and standby mode in the 
Creg Journal. 6   This design used 2 dual op-amps, a 4-pole CMOS switch, a Quad logic gate, a  binary 
divider, an oscillator IC, plus 6 discrete transistors!  This is likely the most complex SWT ever built, by 
far.

http://www.speleonics.com.au/


In 2012, in the CREG Journal, Chris Ross described changes he made to Nigel Lovell's 2 op-
amp design to include a call (ring) function. 8 



In 2016, Ross updated his Lovellphone to version II.

David Larson built single-wire phones for Bill Stone's 2017 Expedition to the deep Sistema 
Cheve in Mexico. Unlike other metal box phones, he used a plastic Otter Box with an aluminum plate 
added to the back for grounding.  He included an innovative acoustically-coupled Call function that is 
activated by holding the phone upside down and pressing the PTT.  His phones use an 8 Ohm speaker-
mic with a transformer to step up the impedance, as the higher impedance telecom earpieces were no 
longer available. Robust power was supplied by an external rechargeable lithium battery used for Sten 
headlamps at a nominal 8 Volts.



David also built additional phones for Bill's 2019 Cheve Expedition which used Nigel Lovell's 
dual op-amp design but with +18dB gain in receive with no gain control.  These phones are only useful 
on a long and/or poor line or with very poor grounds, or by speaking quietly.



Improving Single-Wire communications

Bill Stone (who coined the term Ultraphone) approached me in March 2020 asking what could 
be done to improve communications between the surface base camp and several remote underground 
camps during his next international expedition to Sistema Cheve in Mexico.  The cave system has a 
permanently installed single wire line that connects from the camps to the surface. The line is tested 
and repaired by the first groups into the cave on each expedition, but there are many splices and much 
of the line is run up high to avoid the rainy season floods and damage from passing cavers. Seasonal 
flooding requires replacement of the wire in certain known spots, and causes bare spots that partially 
ground the wire in many others.  The line is thus far from ideal, with series resistance at joints (which 
use wire nuts) and shunt resistance to ground from the bare spots.  In addition there is apparently some 
noise on the line, possibly from movement of the wire in waterfalls or other natural sources.  There is 
little or no manmade noise.  Also, the grounds for the single wire phones at most camps are not very 
good (high resistance)9. The line may be extended to as long as 15km during the 2021 expedition.

Digital communications:
Bill had Kristen Anderson attempt to communicate from base camp to underground camps 

using digital texting on the line during the last expedition.  She used USB/UART adapters on the 
Android tablets used for surveying and sketching to put 5V baseband  TTL directly on the line.  She 
succeeded with tests to Camp 1, about 1.2km into the cave at up to 9600 baud, but was unable to 
coordinate a test with Camp2, 2.3km further into the cave. The testing was somewhat awkward, 



requiring operators on both ends of the link to set the same baud rate prior to sending. The software 
could send files, but with no guarantee they were error-free.

Bill asked me if this system could be improved, and I eventually came up with a passive 
interface that used software audio tone modems on the same Android tablets.  This work is described in 
an article on my website, https://Radiolocation.weebly.com, entitled Data transmission through a long 
single wire phone line, as well as a presentation given at the 2020 Virtual NSS Convention that is now 
on YouTube.  The free modem software can potentially be used by acoustically coupling the tablets to 
the phones on one or both ends. One specific modem works well in this manner but is very slow.

The new voice phone design:
After completing 10 data modems for Bill, he sent me all of his existing single wire telephones 

for repair and possible improvement.  David Larson built the phones for Bill's 2017 Expedition, with a 
couple more of a different design for 2019.  I reverse engineered both designs and did some simulations 
with a model of Bill's phone line I created for the data transmission interface work mentioned above. I 
looked at all of the designs above for ideas. Except for David's, they were designed for long life with a 
small 9V alkaline battery.  Except for David's, they all used a telecom earpiece of several hundred 
ohms impedance as the speaker/mic, which is no longer available (or a substiture). The maximum 
transmit (talk) voltage on the line was limited by the 9V battery to 7V p-p at most.  The receive (listen) 
amplifier had a voltage gain of one. The input impedance of different designs varied from ~60k to 10 
Megohms to allow listening (but usually not talking) with a very poor ground.  Some had a call (ring) 
function.
 I concluded that what was needed was a new SWT design with much greater audio power that 
could induce much higher talk voltage on the line and give much louder audio when listening, with 
receive gain and a volume control. I also needed a control to reduce talk voltage to be compatible with 
David's phones. With the Sten battery, higher current drain was not a big problem. I located a source of 
inexpensive, 8 Ohm 2 inch (5cm) diameter speakers with robust waterproof cones. No ordinary op-amp 
could drive them directly, so I experimented with the LM386 1 Watt audio amplifier, an ancient design 
that is still very much in use and available from multiple sources.  With an 8V supply it easily drove the 
8 Ohm speaker to room-filling volume.  It is somewhat ironic that Michie used an LM386 as a listening 
amplifier in a base station that he designed at the same time as the original 1978 SWT.   The unique 
LM386 design has + and – inputs like an op-amp, but each has a fixed 50K Ohms input impedance and 
is self-biased at close to zero volts. The amp has a built-in fixed gain of 20 (26dB) at both inputs and 
requires only a series RC load on the output for stability.  Unlike most general purpose designs, it is 
only stable for gains >5, which gives it significant gain into the MHz region!  I was able to locate a 
high output electret mic with a waterproof grill, and arranged the circuit to boost it's output further to 
work with the low 26dB gain.  This allowed me to design a simple high performance circuit with a real 
microphone.  The bare-bones circuit is shown below, without the receive filters, LED indicators, or Call 
sounder for clarity in describing its operation.

The Receive input impedance is close to 100k Ohms at low volume levels, decreasing to ~39k 
at max gain. R4 limits amplifier input current at max volume.  D3 & D4 limit the input to +/- 500mv. 
C4 & C6 limit the input to low frequencies to reduce RF pickup and prevent high frequency feedback. 
C5 limits low frequency hum pickup. The measured -3dB bandwidth of the Ultraphone in listening 
mode is 235 – 4500Hz.  It is -15dB at 60Hz and -45dB at 500kHz.  I know from experience that C8 & 
R6 are absolutely necessary to prevent high frequency oscillation.

In Transmit, the PTT S1 activates the relay RL1 and powers up the microphone.  RL1 switches 
in transformer T1, which steps up the output of U2 to as much as 50V p-p, and disconnects the 
loudspeaker and the receive input. C3 limits low frequency audio. The talk level can be adjusted low 
enough to not overload the existing classic phones if there are any on the line.  The two full-range gain 
controls allow testing phones by connecting them directly together, although it would be wise to add a 

https://Radiolocation.weebly.com/


few thousand ohms in series (or not connect the grounds) to prevent possible burnout of a transformer 
winding if both phones are keyed at the same time.

Schematic of the Universal Ultraphone v2.4 for a 9V alkaline, Sten, or 12V battery

The “water clear” orange LED D1 is easily visible indoors despite a current of only 0.14ma.  Red LED 
D6 flickers when the user is talking, if the talk level is set to medium or higher, giving users a way to 
verify phone output.  L1 & C6 form a 50kHz low pass filter to strongly reject MF broadcast 
interference.  The call piezo buzzer (~2700Hz) is activated by tilt switch S2 when the phone is held 
upside down and the PTT is pressed.  Diode D2 conducts and kills the mic by pulling down it's voltage 
while the buzzer is active.  Acoustic coupling is not used.  A small sample of the buzzer square wave 
appears on R3, and passes through D2 to R2 & U2.  The call level roughly matches the talk level 
setting.  The specs for the Ultraphone compared to the classic SWT design are given below, assuming 
that both are operated on  8VDC.

Note that for non-expedition use it is possible to include a 9V battery and push-button 0n/0ff 
switch into the same metal phone case as I did for the Mobile phone, although it is a tight fit.  One can 
expect about 100 hours of listening on a quiet line, or 10 hours of continuous talking, depending on the 
gain settings and quality of the 9V battery.



Specification Classic SWT Ultraphone

Battery current ~0.5-1.5ma quiet listen, a few 
ma when in use

5ma quiet listen, up to 100ma at 
high talk/listen volume settings

Listen gain 1 (unity), fixed, 0dB 0-20, -infinite dB to +26dB

Talk gain Fixed (varied only by talk level) 0-max, adjustable

Maximum talk audio output ~6V p-p open ckt (Larson SWT) ~40V p-p open circuit

Maximum listen speaker output ~18mW (D Larson SWT) 500mW+

Input impedance Lovell &  Ross 10Meg flat
(no input filtering)

100k at min gain to 39k at max 
gain (1kHz)

“           “        “ Walraven 1Meg

“            “        “ Mike Lake 290k at 1kHz

“            “        “ D Larson  72k at 1kHz

“            “         “ N. A. Mitchie  60k flat
(no input filtering)

Comments on the various phones:
 The Ultraphone with it's relativel low input impedance (39-100k) is best suited for expedition 

use where it will be used with a fairly good ground and with the high capacity Sten Light 
battery on very long lines with poor series connections and shorts to ground.  Brief training can 
be given on use of the gain controls.  It is not as suitable for rescue use as other phones with an 
internal battery and no controls to adjust.There are no internal very high impedance DC bias 
points, nothing >50k Ohms, to cause trouble in high humidity after months in a cave.  It has 
some filtering for power line hum and for AM broadcast stations. However, on normal “good” 
lines, it should work well with a poor ground where it's 50V p-p output capability and 25dB 
receive gain will make up for the low input impedance. This includes 2-way voice between 2 
phones that both have poor grounds such as the users bodies.  There is a loud call function. It's 
speaker is loud enough that everyone in camp may be able to hear both sides of a conversation. 
With a real microphone, audio quality is good.

 The Lovell (and Ross) phones with 10Meg input impedance excel at listening on a line with just 
the user's body as a ground. They should work well talking from the cave to a base camp that 
has both a good ground (for strong base camp transmission) and receive gain >1 such as an 
external amplified speaker. Talking 2-way between 2 phones with poor grounds will not be 
strong , especially on a long line, because of the small talk  voltage induced on the line.  There 
is no input filtering against power line hum or AM broadcasts, making them more suitable for 
remote areas.  The 10 Megohn DC bias point is a potential problem if any water gets into the 
phone.  The most recent Ross version (Lovellphone II) has a call function added.

 The Lake phones with 290k input impedance will also listen well with a poor ground but with 
the same potential talk limitations as the Lovell phones.  With a modest ground they should 
work well over long, good, lines. There is very good filtering for both power line hum and AM 
broadcasts, making them suitable for built-up areas. There is no call function.

 The Larson phones with 72k input impedance (at 1kHz) are best suited for expedition use at 
fixed camps with a fairly good ground connection, which is the purpose they were designed for.  
They have modest filtering for hum and AM broadcast interference, and a call function. The 
receive audio level is reduced due to the use of 8 Ohm speakers with transformers instead of the 



better suited (but no longer available) telecom earpieces.
 The original Michie phone with 60k input impedance should perform about the same as the 

Larson phones except with louder receive audio due to the use of the better telcom earpieces. 
There is no input filtering, making them more suitable for remote areas.

Appendix A
Ultraphone construction

Initial construction with the V2.3 Sten battery PC board shown



New V2.4 universal circuit board with silk screen & solder mask (not shown)
The Ultraphone is assembled in the same gasketed cast aluminum box used for several other 

phones. 16mm diameter pots are used, with 3mm LEDs, a cheap waterproof PTT swutch from 
Amazon, and a PG9 size cable gland.  The circuit board has plated-thru holes but all traces are on top to 
make troubleshooting easier.  There is a full ground plane on the bottom, grounded at the 4 screws.  I 
used 4-wire power cable, which is a tight fit in the gland, but there are really only 3 connections with 
the the external battery sharing the ground.  I have since found a smaller 4 wire cable that is a perfect 
fit. A quality machined gold plated DIP socket is an additional troubleshooting aid.  All parts are thru-
hole for easy troubleshooting and repair.



Ultraphone wiring for V2.3 with Sten battery (and V2.4)
Associated signal wires are twisted together to reduce magnetic field coupling.  The speaker and LEDs 
are glued in place with black Shoe Goo urethane cement.  The tiny mic has a silicone rubber jacket and 
thus was secured with silicone rubber after positioning with penciled cross-hairs and Super Glue. The 
phone has a loop of cord for clipping the phone to a wall bolt at the cave camps when not in use. The 
original boards were treated with conformal spray on both sides (not shown here).  The new v2.4 
boards have solder mask on both sides and will not need conformal coating.



The Ultraphone with it's cable, and a Larson SWT in an Otter Box for comparison



Schematic of v2.4 universal Ultraphone

V2.4 board Layout and chassis wiring. Board is 2” x 2.4”



The assembly proceedure is to first solder all parts on the PC board, using the silk screen as a 
guide. Use small diameter rosin core solder and a well-tinned fine tipped iron that is not too hot.  The 
notch in the DIP socket, and in U1 (which indicates the pin 1 end) both are next to C6. The polarity of 
the diodes is marked with a bar for the cathode (negative). The flat side of U1 is shown as are the 
positive (+) leads of C1, C9, and B1. If a Sten battery is used, D7 can be replaced by a jumper because 
the battery connector will not allow reverse polarity.  R8 is only needed with 12V batteries to drop the 
relay coil voltage to 9V, and should otherwise be a jumper.  RL1 could be replaced with a more 
common 5V relay by cutting it's power trace and connecting it's coil to the output of the 5V regulator.  I 
have not tried this.

Carefully install the gasket on the cover. Glue the speaker in place by adding glue in a 
continuous ring around the edge, then pressing into place.  I used strong black Shoe Goo urethane 
cement (not the transparent version!) but there are other choices. Mark a cross centered on the 
microphone hole to aid in positioning. I placed a tiny bit of Super Glue around the edge of the hole, 
then carefully placed the microphone straight down into position, oriented as shown, without sliding it 
sideways, which could cover the grill with cement.  Contact cement would also work. After the glue 
set, I covered the back of the mic with silicone rubber to hold it in place.

Insert the LEDs D1 & D6 into the 2 holes with the clear LED D1 in the bottom hole, and glue 
into place. I used the black Shoe Goo. Grind off the steel tabs, then install the 2 gain pots R2 & R5, 
using a 1/4" spacer between each pot and the case and also the solder lug under R2. Note that the 10k 
pot R2 is closest to the LEDs. The shorter (negative) LED leads will be soldered to this lug.  O-rings 
can be placed on each shaft, then the knobs pressed firmly into place and the screws tightened.  The o-
rings snap into recesses in the knobs and press down against the case so the knobs should now be hard 
to accidentally turn. You may want to file a small flat on the shafts to help prevent "loose screw" 
problems. Bend the 3 solder lugs on each pot downward so they do not short to the cover. Install the 
PTT switch and the cable gland.

Next, install four 4-40 screws in the case from the outside and tighten them. Add 2 nuts to each 
screw on the inside of the case and tighten them.  These are board spacers. Tape can be placed on the 
case below where the board will go to prevent possible shorts to ground when the wires are added. 
Install the board with 4 nuts and tighten. Silicon rubber can be added to all visible nuts later to prevent 
loss. Now do the chassis wiring, twisting wires as shown in the photo.  I use 3 different wire colors for 
each pot. R1 is suspended in air between the longer lead of LED D1 and the switch.

The final step is the 4-wire external cable.  Note that the colors of your cable may be different! 
The kits are White, Red, Black, and yellow. Strip off about 2 feet of jacket from one end, then slip the 
1/4" shrink tube onto the remaining cable jacket.  Now pack silicon rubber cement into the point where 
the 4 leads enter the jacket, slip the shrink tube so that half of it covers the cement, then shrink it to seal 
this point and hopefully prevent water entry. Next,  strip about 3/4" from the white and green (or 
yellow!) leads, twist the strands tightly and tin them. Slip the red clip cover onto the white phone line 
wire, then install a one of the copper clips.  It is easiest to remove the screw first, then bend the tinned 
wire into a slight curve that will slip through the opening next to the screw.  The insulation should be 
well inside the barrel of the clip.  Install the screw then wrap the wire around it and tighten.  Repeat 
with the green (or yellow) Earth ground wire (but no cover).

The 2-pin Molex connector should be installed if a Stenlight battery will be used.  First, slip 
both the 3/16" and 3/8" shrink tubes onto the red and black wires together. Now strip about 3/16" from 
the red & black wires, twist the strands and tin. Place each wire end into a pin, and crimp with small 
pliers.  Carefully solder each wire without making a bulge. Now crimp the larger tabs around the wire 
insulation. The red (positive) wire goes in the connector on the pointed side and the black wire on the 
flat side. All Stenlight batteries have this polarity.  A tiny screwdriver can be used to force each pin into 
place.  Be patient! The pins are in place when tiny tabs have spread out on the other end of the 
connector to lock them into place.



Strip about 1" from the other end of the external cable, then strip 1/8" from each wire and tin. 
loosen the cable gland, insert the cable, and solder the wires as shown in the chassis wiring diagram. 
Now tighten the gland enough to grip and seal the cable.

For a quick check of the finished phone, screw on the cover and connect a battery.  The orange 
LED should light. Turn up the listen gain to full, then touch just the white (line) lead without touching 
the phone.  In a building, you should hear 60Hz hum. Turn the talk gain to max, then press the PTT 
button.  You should hear a click, and the red LED should flicker when you speak several inches from 
the phone.  Now turn the phone upside down and press the PTT again.  You should hear a loud ring 
tone.  If the tone is not heard, try reducing the value of R3 as suggested in the parts list.  2 phones can 
be connected together for testing, but do not use full talk gain, which could damage the listening phone. 
You can also test by connecting only the white line wires together, which is safe for certain.

You may want to add labels and instructions to each phone.  Appendix B has the labels that I 
added to Bill's expedition phones.

I added a piece of heavy duct tape loosely over the PTT switch taped to the top and bottom of 
the case,  I covered the part that touched the switch with tape (sticky sides together) to prevent sticking 
to the switch.  This was done to help keep mud and grit from dirty hands and gloves out of the PTT 
switch.

Parts List for the Ultraphone v2.4
Item Quantity Item Vendor/part number

R1 1 47k 1/4W carbon film 5% Mouser CFR-25JT-52-47K

R2 1 10k audio pot,16mm dia, 6mm dia shaft Mouser 858-P160KNPC15A10K

R3 1 39 Ohm 1/4W carbon film 5% 
Try 20-22 Ohms if the buzzer doesn't work

Mouser CFR-25JT-52-39R
I found an unbranded version on Ebay

R4 1 10k 1/4W carbon film 5% Mouser CFR-25JT-52-10K

R5 1 100k audio pot, 16mm dia, 6mm dia 8shaft Mouser 858-P160KNPC15A100K

2 Knobs to fit pot, 6mm or 6.3mm (1/4”) Parts-Express.com 240-2200

R6 1 10 Ohm 1/4W carbon film 5% Mouser CFR-25JR-52-10R

R7 1 4.7k 1/4W carbon film 5% Mouser CFR-25JB-52-4K7

R8 1 150 Ohm 1/4W carbon film 5% (for 12V battery only)   Mouser

C1,9 2 270uf 16V electrolytic, 0.1” leads Mouser 661-EKZN160ELL271MF11D

C2 1 0.47uf 50V X7R ceramic,0.2” leads Mouser FA26X7R1H474KNU6

C3,5 2 .01uf  50V X7R ceramic, 0.2” leads Mouser 80-C317C103K5R5TA7301

C4 1 .001uf 50V COG ceramic, 0.2” leads Mouser SR215A102KARTR1

C6 1 .0033uf 50V X7R ceramic, 0.2” leads Mouser 581-SR215C332KAATR1 

C7 1 0.1uf 50V X7R ceramic, 0.2” leads Mouser K104K15X7RF53H5

C8 1 .047uf 50V X7R ceramic, 0.2” leads Mouser 594-K473K15X7RF5UH5

B1 1 5V piezo buzzer, 0.2” leads Mouser 490-CMI-9605-0580T

D1 1 3mm clear orange LED with leads Mouser 78-TLHF4900

D2-5 4 1N914/4148 diode with leads Mouser or Ebay



D6 1 3mm red diffused LED with leads Mouser 606-4303F1

D7 1 1N4001 or 1 amp Schottky (better) or 
similar

(not needed for Sten battery)  Mouser 

M1 1 Electret mic, 25dB sensi, IP65, 25mm leads Mouser 490-CMEJ-4622-25-L082

RL1 1 9V DIP relay (5V with board change) mpja.com 32558-RL

S1 1 Waterproof momentary PTT switch, NO PBS-33B, Ebay, Amazon, or mpja.com

S2 1 Mercury tilt switch, 5mm dia by 1/2” long Ebay via China

SP1 1 2”  8 Ohm, 1/2W waterproof speaker
with rugged cone (for building alarms!)

Parts-express.com 
D005 0008 NM14BAR

T1 1 Xicon xfmr, 1.2k CT or 1kCT to 8 Ohms Mouser 42TL003-RC or 42TL013-RC
I found 42TL013-RC on Ebay

U1 1 78L05 100ma regulator, TO-92 case Mouser 78L05ACZ/LFT1

U2 1 LM386-4 (1Watt version) Others are OK LM386N-4/NOPB

1 Quality 8 pin DIP gold plated socket Mouser 110-13-308-41-001000

1 Cast alum case, 4.49”x2.52”x1.18” outside Mpja.com 16284-BX

4 4-40 by 1/2” SS round head screw Mouser 534-9902

12 4-40 ss nuts (8 are PC board spacers) Local or Ebay

1 2-pin Molex Female housing for .063” pins Mouser 150176-1021

2 .063” male Molex Pins Mouser 150180-1016

5 ft 4-cond #18 or 20 flexible power cable Ebay, or use std 3-wire and split gnds

1 Standard PG9 size plastic cable gland Ebay

1 PC board, or proto board with plated holes I now have a stock of v2.4 boards with
plated holes, solder mask and silk screen

2 Mueller BU-60 solid copper alligator clips 
or equal, not the cheap steel ones!

Mouser 548-60-CS

1 Mueller BU-62 clip insulator, red Mouser 548-62-2

1 8V Sten battery & charger at Stenlight.com
A 9V alkaline battery will work

A 12V battery can be used

D7 & R8 can be replaced by shunts
D7 is needed. Use shunt for R8

Both D7 and R8 are needed

1 2 inches of 1/8" shrink tube for Molex This is for my small 6mm diameter cable

1 2 inches of 3/8" shrink tube for Molex This slips over the Molex connector

1 2 inches of 1/4" shrink tube for 6mm cable Covers silicone rubber to prevent hosing

2 1/4" flat washer Shim to recess pots R2  & R5

1 1/4" solder lug, with hole enlarged slightly Used under R2 to ground the LEDs



Appendix B
Ultraphone labels used on the first phones

Treat this phone as if it was not water resistant.  Keep water 
out of speaker and mic, and dirt out of the PTT switch.  This 
phone requires a good ground to work well.  Disconnect the 
Sten battery except when actually in use. W1IR@ARRL.NET

Adjust LISTEN for desired volume, but 
set towards HI when waiting for a call. 
Adjust TALK fairly high to overcome 
line noise and when using CALL feature. 
The red LED will flicker when talking 
except at LO TALK settings (a way to 
test).  To talk to an older phone without 
gain controls, turn down TALK gain to 
avoid sounding distorted to them.
Hold this end up to activate Call feature.
When talking, speak normally a few 
inches from the mic, do not shout.

Microphone  

LO  TALK   HI      LO  Listen   HI LO  TALK   HI      LO  Listen   HI

Appendix C
Using the Ultraphones with no direct connection to the phone line

After this article was written I finally worked out a simple way to couple the Ultraphones to the 
single wire line without stripping the wire or piercing the insulation.  This would allow anyone moving 
along the main route in the cave to be able to communicate with base camp without damaging the 
phone line.  In the past, I have tried every sort of inductive coupling I could think of, including "clamp-
on" ferrites, ferrite rods, and slotted powdered metal toroids, but none had sufficient coupling for direct 
audio use. I finally decided to try simple capacitive coupling to the insulated wire, using a 6 inch 
(15cm) plastic "chip clip" with copper circuit board added to the jaws. The coupling to #22 hookup 
wire was 18pf.

I created an LT Spice simulation of 3km of single wire with Ultraphones on each end which had 
poor 3000 Ohm grounds. I coupled a "Mobile" Ultraphone to the line through an 18pf capacitor and to 
ground through 3000 Ohms.  All phones were set to maximum talk and listen gain. The Mobile phone 
received 140mv p-p from the fixed phones, which in turn received 26mv p-p from the Mobile phone. 
These levels are not high, but sound similar to the classic phones directly connected to the line. These 
results were confirmed using actual phones on a short line with a .033uf load to simulate 3km of line 
capacitance. The limitation in this link is the transmit (talk) capability of the Mobile phone.  Increasing 
the receive input impedance of the Mobile phone would not help.





Capacitive line coupler using a chip clip and circuit board material

Capacitive line coupler using aluminum foil tape

A 6 inch by 1 inch of common aluminum foil sticky tape (cut from a 2 inch wide roll) gave 
35.3pf when pinched tightly around #22 wire.  This tape creates the ultimate coupler with the 
maximum capacitance for a given length.  It could be used to create "permanent" stations at critical 
points such as drops.  Copper foil tape (Ebay or Amazon) would be more corrosion resistant for 
permanent lines.

I also tried twisting a wire around the phone line, which is the simplest and lightest (but slowest 
to install) coupler.  The 12 inch (30cm) white wire had 15.6pf capacitance to the line, which will work.

Capacitive line coupler using 12 inches of #22 hookup wire on a #22 phone line



Upon further thought, and with a little internet research, I realized that human body capacitance 
to ground is 100 - 200pf, much larger than the 18pf line coupler.  This means that the Mobile phone 
does not benefit from a direct ground connection and that simply holding the Mobile phone in a bare 
hand will work.

I also realized that because the Mobile phone has only an 18pf load on it's output while talking, 
I could utilize the full transformer winding, instead of the center tap, to nearly double the talk output 
voltage (+6dB) which raises it to 40mv p-p at the Ultraphones, closer to the received signal level. 

I have built a custom phone for Mobile use, with the double talk output, a built-in 9V battery, 
and only a single external wire for the "chip clip" line coupler, or possibly just the wire itself wrapped 
around the phone line.  This could be useful in a rescue situation where a victim is being slowly moved 
towards the entrance.

Note that 2 Mobile phones are unlikely to be able to talk to each other because they induce only 
~26mv p-p on the line compared to ~50V p-p from a fixed phone.  This is a -66dB handicap!

Appendix C
Constructing a modified Ultraphone optimized for Mobile use

A standard Ultraphone will work well for mobile use by adding a capacitive coupler, but a 
custom phone may be much easier to use. For mobile use, the phone can use an internal 9V battery 
with an on/off switch.  The R8 position on the board is replaced with a jumper wire. It only needs a 
single external wire which can be permanently connected to a capacitive coupler or simply twisted 
around the phone line.  It does not need gain controls since gain is alway set to maximum.  Because 
there is no load on the output, the entire transformer winding can be used, which will give 80V p-p 
output when talking.  Battery life will vary from ~100 hours of listening on a quiet line to ~10 hours of 
continuous talking.

Mobile phone with internal 9V battery. Capacitive coupler not shown



Interior of the Mobile phone with the new V2.4 silk-screened circuit board

Schematic of the Mobile Ultraphone



Board layout and chassis wiring for Mobile phone

Parts list for the Mobile phone
Item Quantity Item Vendor/part number

R1 1 47k 1/4W carbon film 5% Mouser

R2,8 2 4.7k 1/4W carbon film 5% Mouser

R3 1 39 Ohm 1/4W carbon film 5% Mouser

R4 1 10k 1/4W carbon film 5% Mouser

R5 1 1Meg 1/4W carbon film 5% Mouser

R6 1 10 Ohm 1/4W carbon film 5% Mouser

C1,9 2 270uf 16V electrolytic, 0.1” leads Mouser 661-EKZN160E271MF11D

C2 1 0.47uf 50V X7R ceramic,0.2” leads Mouser 80-C330C47K5R5TA-TR

C3,5,10 3 .01uf  50V X7R ceramic, 0.2” leads Mouser 80-C317C103K5R5TA-TR

C4 1 .001uf 50V COG ceramic, 0.2” leads Mouser SR215A102KARTR1

C6 1 .0033uf 50V X7R ceramic, 0.2” leads Mouser 581-SR215C332KAATR1 

C7 1 0.1uf 50V X7R ceramic, 0.2” leads Mouser K104K15X7RF53H5

C8 1 .047uf 50V X7R ceramic, 0.2” leads Mouser 594-K473K15X7RF5UH5

B1 1 5V piezo buzzer, 0.2” leads Mouser 490-CMI-9605-0580T



D1 1 3mm clear orange LED with leads Mouser 78-TLHF4900

D2-5 4 1N914/4148 diode with leads Mouser or Ebay

D6 1 3mm red diffused LED with leads Mouser 606-4303F1

D7 1 1N4001 or 1 amp Schottky or similar (not needed for Sten battery)  Mouser

M1 1 Electret mic, 25dB sensi, IP65, 25mm 
leads

Mouser 480-CMEJ-4622-25-L082

RL1 1 9V DIP relay mpja.com 32558-RL

S1 1 Waterproof momentary PTT switch, NO PBS-33B, Ebay, Amazon, or mpja.com

S2 1 Mercury tilt switch, 5mm dia by 1/2” 
long

Ebay via China

S3 1 Waterproof pushbutton on/off switch Ebay or Amazon

SP1 1 2”  8 Ohm, 1/2W waterproof speaker
with rugged cone

Parts-express.com 
D005 0008 NM14BAR

T1 1 Xicon xfmr, 1.2k or 1.0k CT to 8 Ohms Mouser 42TL003-RC or 42TL013-RC

U1 1 78L05 100ma regulator, TO-92 case Mouser or Ebay

U2 1 LM386-4 (1Watt version) LM386N-4/NOPB

1 Quality 8 pin DIP gold plated socket Mouser 110-13-308-41-001000

1 Cast alum case, 4.49”x2.52”x1.18” Mpja.com 16284-BX

4 4-40 by 1/2” SS round head screw Local or Ebay

12 4-40 ss nuts (8 are PC board spacers) Local or Ebay

1 PC board, or proto board with plated 
holes

The standard Ultraphone board is used

I now have a stock of v2.4 boards with
plated holes, solder mask and silk screen

1 Plastic holder for 9V battery with wire 
leads

Mouser 563-HH-3634 or DigiKey 
BH9VW-ND

1 Capacitive clip or other line coupler Minimum 15pf coupling, more is better

3 ft #16 or #18 flexible single wire Power cord is better than hookup wire

1 Mueller BU-60 solid copper alligator 
clips or equal, not the cheap steel ones!

Mouser 548-60-CS

1 Mueller BU-62 clip insulator, red Mouser 548-62-2

1 Rubber grommet to fit the single wire Or use cement to form a strain relief
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